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● Written by three senior examiners with an excellent track record in

helping students to surpass their predicted GCSE grades at all ability levels
● A complete match to the new specification, with one book per unit so

that you can buy just what you need for the short course or full course
● Accessible structure and student-friendly author style offers clear

explanations with a touch of humour
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your copies
today!
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for fantastic
discounts.
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This brand new series of textbooks completely
matches all the requirements of the new AQA
GCSE Religious Studies B specification, for first
teaching in September 2008.
With one book per unit, you have the flexibility
to teach both the short course (any one book)
and the full course (any two books combined).
The series allows you to teach the course through
the six religions featured in the specification –
Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism
and Sikhism.

Authors Lesley Parry, Jan Hayes and Kim Hands
(see back page for details of their unrivalled
credentials) follow a tried and tested approach
which is designed for classroom success. The books
contain a mixture of straightforward tasks that
ensure students can understand and explain in their
own words all the important concepts, alongside
more creative tasks that allow readers to explore
their own beliefs and respond to religious ideas
in their own way.
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Pages from

Religion and Life Issues

● Research Tasks provide opportunities
for web-based investigation

Exam support comes in a variety of ●
forms, from traditional exam-style questions
to creative and inspiring revision ideas

● Clear explanations of what students
precisely need to know

Sections on religious teachings demonstrate
the varying attitudes to topics featured in
the specification ●

See more pages at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/aqagcsere

An expert author team with unrivalled credentials
LESLEY PARRY, JAN HAYES and KIM HANDS:
● Are all senior examiners with years of experience in designing and marking GCSE RS papers
● Are all practising teachers rated as ‘outstanding’ during recent Ofsted inspections
● Have an excellent track record in helping students to surpass their predicted GCSE grades

at all ability levels

“

They have put all their knowledge
and experience into making these
books as practical and helpful as
possible. You won’t find another author
team writing for this specification
that is as in touch with the needs of
today’s teachers and students.

We’ve produced a course which comes from what
we have successfully taught, and which educates
students without overwhelming them so that they can
really grasp ideas and enjoy exam success.

We’ve talked to and listened to teachers, and put their
ideas into play to support their teaching when using
these books. For example, I know that teachers find
the religious teachings sections [see example inside
this leaflet] really useful because they can easily pick
out the religion they have taught, and everything they
need – including key teachings and applications to the
issues – is included on one page.
LESLEY PARRY

Lesley Parry is also the author of the bestselling and highly regarded Thinking
about God and Morality textbook for
the previous AQA B specification.

”
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